
Abstract 

 

The subject of this master thesis is ingressive pulmonic speech (IPS) in conversational 

Norwegian. This applies particularly to verbal forms of agreement (ja, jo, okay, etc.) and 

disagreement (nei, etc.) that are pronounced by inhaling air stream (instead of exhaling as in 

ordinary speech). The goal of the thesis a complex and quantifiable analysis of IPS used within 

specific discourse pattern (talk show) that affects the conversational structure and (linguistic) 

behavior of its participants with specific roles (presenter vs. guest), and the very first 

comprehensive functional classification of IPS forms. 

The data consists of 100 items of IPS from a Norwegian talk show called Lindmo. In 

this talk show, the presenter and some of her guests use these forms rather frequently. The data 

comprises 50 occurrences of presenter’s IPS and 50 occurrences of guests’ IPS. Each item is 

classified according to a set of parameters classified into three groups: (i) speakers and 

discourse situation (i. a. users of IPS, amount and composition of guests on stage or position of 

participants); (ii) linguistic form (i. a. form of IPS, negation before IPS or intonation before 

IPS) and (iii) discourse features (i. a. theme, turn-taking after IPS or adjacency pairs within 

which IPS are used). All occurrences are evaluated one by one using each of the parameters. 

 The main contribution of this thesis is that (i) it provides a new insight into the concept 

of adjacency pairs and reveals the role of IPS within them; IPS often react to them (f. ex. in 

case of request for information – providing information when IPS express accepting 

information) but in many cases IPS forms the second part of adjacency pair (f. ex. in statement 

– acknowledgement, summons – answer or thanking – accepting); (ii) concerns the different 

use of IPS in connection with participants’ role within given discourse pattern (presenter vs. 

guest); the biggest differences were recorded in parameters familiarity of information (while 

presenter’s IPS react in 98 % of cases to new information, guests use 88 % of IPS as reaction 

to new information), position within thematic unit (78 % of presenter’s IPS occur in thematic 

center, on the other hand 52 % of guests’ IPS occur in thematic intro), position of participants 

(unlike the presenter, guests use IPS also in the position of active speaker) or adjacency pairs 

(while presenter’s IPS in all cases react to the second part of adjacency pair, guests’ IPS in most 

of the cases form their second part); (iii) classification of analyzed IPS emerged from analysis; 

they form two functional categories: a) structural (including turn-final signal and turn-taking 

signal) and b) interpersonal (including signal for accepting information, expression of attention 

and information support – by confirmation or expression of understanding). While all analyzed 



IPS seems to have a specific interpersonal function, only in 26 % of occurrences the structural 

function was identified. 
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